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Hi again. 

This tutorial is one that will really extend the use of your designs.  For many years I 

have loved to paint and draw.  This tutorial will show you how to embellish your 

embroidery designs with coloured pencils and fabric medium.  If you are like me and 

you have dabbled with fabric painting or drawing then you will probably have plenty 

of pencils on hand.  When my children were little we made lots of t-shirts and outfits 

that were hand coloured with crayons and fabric paints.  Those days were long 

before domestic embroidery machines existed.  I worked with silk paints at one 

period and loved to watch the colours flow through the silk and stop at the line of 

“Gutta”.  With silk painting you need to place a boundary on the silk that will prevent 

the colour from spreading and mingling.  When I started colouring in my designs I 

thought of the embroidery stitching acting as a sort of barrier to the spread of the 

coloured pigment just like gutta does when silk painting. Or at least it does 

sometimes. 

Materials 
 

You can use everyday coloured pencils for this technique but the better the quality 

the easier they are to apply and get an even colour.  So if you just want to try out 



these ideas and have a go then an inexpensive set of colouring in pencils will work.  

You can use paints in addition to pencils on a design or just use fabric paints alone.  

There is a great selection of fabric paints available nowadays.  They come with their 

own fixative built into the medium but most require that you heat set by ironing.  

Read the instructions on the paint to find out what is appropriate for the brand you 

are using.  

I have had a set of Derwent Artists pencils since I was quite young and more 

recently I purchased a set of Artists Watercolour pencils.  Several years ago I read a 

wonderful book by Velda Newman called “A workshop with Velda Newman: Adding 

Dimension to your Quilt”. This stunning book inspired me to colour my own quilts.  I 

had been hand dying my quilting fabric for some time and I spent quite a lot of time 

getting my colours in the correct position on my appliqué fabric.  With the information 

in Velda’s book I found that I could just use plain dyed fabric and add the colour 

exactly where I wanted.  Her book in now available as an e-book download for a very 

reasonable price but I have to admit it is one that I prefer as a print book just 

because I love the wonderful photos of her quilts.  

 

I was quite taken with the idea of using my quilt as canvas so I purchased a second 

book that was to prove to be very inspirational.  This was called “Faux Appliqué” by 

fellow Tasmanian Helen Stubbings. 



 

The Quilt that Helen features on her cover is completely coloured with coloured 

pencils and fabric medium and is then quilted. This book introduced me to the 

Derwent range of Inktense pencils.   

Where water colour pencils allow you to create watercolour like effects the intense 

pencils are like using inks on the paper or fabric.  The results are well worth the 

expense of the pencils. You can use plain colouring pencils but any artist quality 

pencils will contain more pigment and cover much better. 

Selecting a design 
 

 A variety of designs are suitable for colouring after embroidering ,even when there is 

some fill used in the design.  

Red Work designs 

 

Redwork or blackwork designs are ideal for this technique as they have a ready 

made outline for you to fill in with colour. 



An Outline from a design. 

 

 

This is a design form the 5D embroidery/My Designs/Samples/Flowers folder. 

If you open this design in your software you can delete the colours just leaving the 

last final black outline.   

In 3D/4D or 5D embroidery you do this by going to the Edit tab and turning off the 

last black colour.  This hides the last colour and leaves the other colours which can 

be selected and deleted  

On your sewing machine you can call up the design and just select the outline colour 

to be embroidered. 

 If you have seen my tutorials on the Express Design Wizard Trace Option and want 

to make your own designs for this technique, then the best option is to use the 

double or quadruple trace tool when creating the designs.  All of the designs featured 

in this tutorial have been made this way. 



Open fill designs 

 

I have added an interesting effect to specialty fill designs by colouring them in after 

embroidering.  You can alter the colour of sections of thread as well if you want to 

coordinate designs or if you run out of thread.  I like to add some colour to create 

more impact to my design. You can see this in more detail in the Monograms 

example in this tutorial. 

Selecting a fabric. 
 

I prefer 100% cotton fabric as my natural fabric and a 100% polyester satin as my 

synthetic fabric.  

The fabric you select has less influence on your results that I initially thought. Having 

been a silk painter I knew just how easily a medium can spread through a fabric.  

Obviously the thinner the fabric the faster the medium will spread and it will be 

slower in thick fabrics. The main influence on your results is the technique you use. 

The end result can be greatly influenced if you are using thick wadding under your 

design.  These details will be covered in the examples in this tutorial.  



Colouring mediums 

  

Colour pencils 

Any colour pencils can be used on fabric if you use them in conjunction with a fabric 

medium to set the colours. It is harder to get a good coverage or strong colour with 

inexpensive pencils as they usually have less pigment in them and more binder.  On 

the other hand they are readily available and great to experiment with.  

 

This was my first trial with pencils. .I applied the fabric medium, let it dry and then 

added the colour and gave it a second coat of fabric medium. 

 

 



Artist colour pencils 

 

Artist colour pencils have the advantage of applying more pigment and stronger 

colour.  Generally they are easier to blend colours together for shading. I have used 

the Derwent colour pencils for many years and the initial expense is offset by their 

long life.  Derwent have range that they call “ ColourSoft” that blend wonderfully.  As 

I am quite arthritic I find that they are much easier for me to use on large areas.  

 

 

Coloursoft pencils give great results. You can build up a good depth of pigment and 

with practice you can minimise the runaways. 

Watercolour pencils 

 

These pencils are designed to be used with water and flow beautifully.  You need to 

be a little careful when using them with medium as they have a tendency to run more 



that other pencils. You can now purchase watercolour pencils at lower prices through 

discount stores.  Again I have a set that has lasted many years. 

 

This is a test strip with watercolour pencils. .I applied the fabric medium, let it dry and 

then added the colour and then blended with water.  There was some overflow but 

adding the fabric medium first helped to prevent excessive flow.. 

 

Inktense pencils 

 

These are another Derwent product that gives a very bold colour and a semi 

transparent or inklike effect.  You can get a non soluble outliner to help act as a 

barrier to prevent the colour from spreading.  The colour is permanent just with water 

on pure cotton as I have tested it. I still prefer to add fabric medium and be 

absolutely sure on any fabric 

 

 



This was my first trial with Inktense pencils. .I applied the fabric medium, let it dry, 

added the colour and then blended with water.  Way too much water!  Colour went 

everywhere. The darker colours appear to wander more or it may be that they are 

more obvious when they do. 

Fabric paints and Acrylic paints. 

 

Fabric paints can be used in place of the coloured pencils and fabric medium.  These 

are available at all craft stores and can be very inexpensive.  Each brand will have 

specific instructions on how to set the colour.  Nowadays most are heat set with an 

iron. These are a great way to get metallic and glittery effects.  Some fabric paints 

will even “puff” and produce a raised appearance.  The metallic effects on my 

“Fairies in the Sky” designs use fabric paint.   

These give the best results if you are starting out as they are not as likely to bleed 

through the fabric and they give a very good coverage of the fabric. At a workshop I 

attended on Textile Art we trialled some very inexpensive brands of fabric paint and 

all decided that we could not find any difference between the inexpensive paints and 

others that were quite a lot dearer. We did not have the time to do any wash fastness 

nor light fastness tests. Perhaps the additional cost of the more expensive brands 

would give better long term results.  If there was going to be minimal exposure to 

light and washing then the less expensive paints could be used. 

Any ordinary acrylic paint can be used on fabric if a fabric medium is used to dilute it. 

Just use the paint mixed with undiluted fabric medium. These give very good results 

and are often indistinguishable from fabric paints once applied.  

 


